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General Issues

Social Theory and Social Science
BUTLER, LISE. Michael Young, Social Science, and the British Left, 1945–1970. [Oxford Historical
Monographs.] Oxford University Press, Oxford [etc.] 2020. ix, 264 pp. £60.00.

In post-war Britain, left-wing policymaker and sociologist Michael Young was pivotal in shaping
British intellectual, political, and cultural life. Moving between politics, social science, and activism,
Young believed that disciplines such as sociology, psychology, and anthropology could help policy-
makers and politicians understand human nature, which, in turn, could help them build better
political and social institutions. Drawing on Young’s prolific writings and his intellectual and polit-
ical networks, Dr Butler submits that he used contemporary ideas from the social sciences to
challenge key values, such as full employment and nationalization, and to argue that the Labour
Party should place greater emphasis on relationships, family, and community. See also Alex
Langstaff’s review in this volume, pp. 551–554.

COLSON, DANIEL. L’Anarchisme ouvrier et la philosophie. Atelier de création libertaire, Lyon 2022. 201
pp. € 13.50.

Anarchism has its broadest and most consistent practical and theoretical affirmation in the working
class. According to Colson, this entails rejecting Marxist and revolutionary claims to task intellec-
tuals with producing and mastering emancipatory knowledge, claiming to associate the most
demanding philosophy with the harshness and dispossession of the wage condition, and relying
on the emancipation of workers by bringing to light the manifold, untimely character (in the
Nietzschean sense of the word) of the libertarian project and thought. The five texts presented
here reflect on these subjects and contain chapters on eclecticism and self-taught dimensions of
workers’ anarchism, anarchist science, Nietzsche and workers’ anarchism, anarchism and emancipa-
tion, and anarchist readings of Spinoza.

DORRIEN, GARY. Social Democracy in the Making. Political and Religious Roots of European
Socialism. Yale University Press, New Haven (CT) 2019. xiv, 578 pp. $37.50.

The fallout from twenty years of neoliberal economic globalism has led to a surge in interest in the
old idea of democratic socialism. Focusing on the intertwined legacies of Christian socialism and
Social Democratic politics in Britain and Germany, Professor Dorrien traces the story of democratic
socialism from its emergence in the nineteenth century through the mid-1960s. Examining the tenets
on which the movement was founded, and how it adapted to different cultural, religious, and eco-
nomic contexts, the author reminds us that Christian socialism paved the way for all liberation the-
ologies that make the struggles of oppressed peoples the subject of redemption. He advocates a
decentralized economic democracy and anti-imperial internationalism.

GUERBER, ARTHUR. La fabrique du progrès. Scientisme, système technicien et capitalisme vert. Atelier
de création libertaire, Paris 2022. 371 pp. € 18.00.

Influenced by the libertarian culture of epistemology, philosophy, and sociology of techniques,
Dr Guerber has refined all his questions and collective reflections on the determinants of “production”
knowledge. In Part One, his thoughts revolve around epistemological questions, the limits of the
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rationalist approach, and scientific methodologies to explain the world around us. In Part Two, the
author examines the technical phenomenon as such, its determinisms, and the Ellulian notion of
technical systems to explain how the global and unbridled permeation of technology in today’s society
strips us of our human capacity to make ethical and political judgements. In Part Three, he illustrates
criticism of scientism and technological hubris through a concrete case of scientific ecology.

HALL, STUART. Selected Writings on Marxism. Ed., Introd., and with Comm. by Gregor McLennan.
[Stuart Hall: Selected Writings.] Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2021. ix, 364 pp.
$109.95. (Paper: $24.95.)

Stuart Hall has engaged with Marxism in various ways throughout his career. In this collection of his key
writings on Marxism, Hall surveys the questions central to his interpretations of and investments in
Marxist theory and practice. The collection includes Hall’s readings of canonical texts by Marx and
Engels, Gramsci and Althusser, his exchanges with other prominent thinkers about Marxism, his use of
Marxist frameworks to theorize specific cultural phenomena and discourses, and some of his later work
in which he distanced himself from his earlier attachments to Marxism. In addition, editor McLennan’s
introduction and commentary offer in-depth context and fresh interpretations of Hall’s thought.

MASSEY, DOREEN. Selected Political Writings. Ed. by David Featherstone and Diarmaid Kelliher.
[Laurence Wishart Selected Political Writings Series, Vol. 3.] Laurence Wishart, London 2022. vi,
240 pp. Maps. £16.00.

Doreen Massey was one of the most influential human geographers of the post-war period. A key
feminist and socialist thinker, she brought geographical inequality to the fore of leftist politics.
Through her activism, she combined a focus on class with a prescient awareness of its intersections
with gender, race, and sexuality. This book is a collection of Massey’s essential political writings,
from reflections on support groups during the 1984–1985 Miners’ Strike to assessments of the
Sandinistas’ spatial policies and ownership campaigns relating to Liverpool Football Club, a vivid
portrayal of Massey’s dynamic style as a leftist public intellectual whose work impacted major po-
litical initiatives and introducing her important “politics of place”.

SAGER, ERIC W. Inequality in Canada. The History and Politics of an Idea. [McGill – Queen’s Studies
in the History of Ideas, Vol. 81.] McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal [etc.] 2021. xiv, 468 pp.
Ill. Cad. $140.00. (Paper: Cad. $37.95.)

In this book, Professor Sager considers the idea of inequality and traces its different meanings and con-
texts across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He shows how the idea of inequality arose in the long
evolution in Britain and the US from classical economics to the emerging welfare economics of the twen-
tieth century. The concept took a distinct form in Canada, where different iterations appeared in
Protestant critiques of wealth, labour movements, farmer-progressive politics, the social gospel, social
Catholicism in Quebec, English-Canadian political economy, and political and intellectual justifications
of the social security state. Arguing that inequality extends beyond the distribution of income and wealth,
the author shows that the wide gaps between rich and poor are both an economic problem and one of
social injustice.

SÜSS, DIETMAR [UND] CORNELIUS TORP. Solidarität. Vom 19. Jahrhundert bis zur Corona-Krise. Dietz,
Bonn 2021. 215 pp. € 20.00.

Everyone talked about solidarity in the corona pandemic, but definitions of what solidarity actually is
varied greatly. In this book, professors Süss and Torp demonstrate how contested the idea of mutual
connection has been at different times, and how necessary solidarity is to overcome current conflicts.
Ideas about what is meant by solidarity have changed over time. Formerly a term used by the left, it
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surfaces today in right-wing extremist circles as well. The authors trace these shifts, abuses, and mis-
understandings from the origins of the term in the nineteenth century to its political application
today and they show how strongly it reflects modern ideas of law and recognition and of consump-
tion and division of labour.

VARTIJA, DEVIN J. The Color of Equality. Race and Common Humanity in Enlightenment Thought.
[Intellectual History of the Modern Age.] University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia (PA) 2021.
278 pp. $65.00. (E-book: $65.00.)

The Enlightenment is often either praised as the wellspring of modern egalitarianism or condemned
as the cradle of scientific racism. Using three major Enlightenment encyclopaedias from England,
France, and Switzerland, Professor Vartija investigates both the inclusive language of common
humanity and the hierarchical language of race in the Enlightenment. The author contends that
the tension between Enlightenment ideas of race and equality can be explained best by the efforts
of these thinkers to provide a naturalistic account of humanity, including both physical and moral
attributes. Enlightenment racial classification aligns with the novel inclusion of humanity in histories
of nature, while the search for the origins of morality in social experience alone imbued equality with
a normative authority it had not previously possessed.

YATES, MICHAEL D. Work Work Work. Labor, Alienation, and Class Struggle. Monthly Review Press,
New York 2022. 262 pp. $89.00. (Paper: $19.00; E-book: $12.00.)

For most economists, labour is simply a commodity, bought and sold in markets. Michael D. Yates offers
a vastly different take on the labour market. According to the author, the labour market is a veil that cov-
ers a propertyless class of workers, exploited by a small but powerful class of productive property-owning
capitalists. Describing the mechanisms of exploitation in every workplace, where capital implements a
comprehensive set of control mechanisms to constrain those who toil from defending themselves,
Yates explains the reality of labour markets, the nature of work in capitalist societies, and the nature
and necessity of class struggle, which can bring exploitation and the enabling system of control to an end.

History
The Cambridge World History of Violence Volume I. The Prehistoric and Ancient Worlds. Ed. by
Garrett G. Fagan et al. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2020. xvii, 739 pp. Ill. Maps. £120.00.
(E-book: $42.00.)

This part of the series provides a comprehensive examination of violence in prehistory and the
ancient world. The thirty-three chapters take a global perspective spanning sub-Saharan Africa,
the Near East, Europe, India, China, Japan, and Central America. The volume is divided into six
parts. Part One contains six archeological case studies of violence, spanning the Palaeolithic to
the Iron Age. Part Two covers prehistoric and ancient warfare in early state societies. In Part
Three, the emphasis shifts to the social contexts of violence. Part Four contains discussions of ritual
headhunting, human and animal sacrifice, and combat sports. Part Five examines violence, crime,
and the state, and Part Six explores artistic and literary representations of violence. See also
Martijn Lak’s review in this volume, pp. 554–558.

The Cambridge World History of Violence Volume II. 500–1500 CE. Ed. by Matthew S. Gordon,
Richard W. Kaeuper, and Harriet Zurndorfer. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2020. xiv,
708 pp. Ill. Maps. £120.00. (E-book: $42.00.)

Violence permeated much of social life across the vast geographical space of the European,
American, Asian, and Islamic lands and through what is often termed the Middle Millennium
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(roughly 500 to 1500). Focusing on four contexts in which violence occurred, the thirty-one contri-
butions in this volume explore the formation of centralized polities through war and conquest,
institution-building and ideological expression by these same polities, control of extensive trade net-
works, and the emergence and dominance of religious ecumenes. Attention is also given to the idea
of how theories of violence are relevant to the specific historical circumstances discussed in the
volume’s chapters. A final section contains the depiction of violence, both visual and literary. See
also Martijn Lak’s review in this volume, pp. 554–558.

The Cambridge World History of Violence Volume III. 1500–1800 CE. Ed. by Robert Antony, Stuart
Carroll, and Caroline Dodds Pennock. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2020. xv, 716 pp. Ill.
Maps. £120.00. (E-book: $42.00.)

The period from 1500 to 1800 witnessed the consolidation and expansion of great empires, which were
linked by trans-oceanic contacts. The thirty-three contributions in this volume are divided into six
parts. Part One introduces the rise of empire and the establishment of colonial regimes. Part Two covers
the rise and clash of “gunpowder” empires, and the human cost of war. Part Three focuses on intimate
violence. Part Four demonstrates the role of the state in developing police and judicial systems. Part Five
focuses on the resistance of the common people as population growth led to pressure on resources and
created tensions within communities. Part Six deals with the close relationship that violence has to the
sacred. See also Martijn Lak’s review in this volume, pp. 554–558.

The Cambridge World History of Violence Volume IV. 1800 to the Present. Ed. by Louise Edwards,
Nigel Penn, and Jay Winter. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2020. xiv, 680 pp. Ill. Maps.
£120.00. (E-book: $42.00.)

The two centuries from 1800 to the present day are marked by the increasing efficiency of the means
by which humans inflict violence. This volume examines the impacts of technology enhanced effi-
ciency with large-scale acts of violence; mass deaths in minutes. The thirty case studies concern pol-
itical, social, economic, religious, structural, and interpersonal violence from across the entire globe
since 1800. It also examines the changing representations of violence in diverse media and the cul-
tural significance of its commemoration. Together, the chapters provide understanding of the ways
that humans have perpetrated violence, justified its use, attempted to contain its spread, and narrated
the stories of its impacts. See also Martijn Lak’s review in this volume, pp. 554–558.

DEKKER, ERWIN. Jan Tinbergen (1903–1994) and the Rise of Economic Expertise. [Historical
Perspectives on Modern Economics.] Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.]. 2021. xxi,
463 pp. Ill. £29.99.

Dutch economist Jan Tinbergen (1903–1994) was one of themost influential economists of the twentieth
century. In this first intellectual biographyof Tinbergen, Professor Dekker argues that his most important
contribution is his theory of economic policy and legitimation of economic expertise in service of the
state. Tracing his youthful socialist ideals, his important contributions to Dutch Planism, and his work
on the theory of economic modelling and policy, the author then shows how, from the 1950s onwards,
Tinbergen turned his attention to development projects, aiming to fight global inequality.

DOVER, PAUL M. The Information Revolution in Early Modern Europe. [New Approaches to European
History.] Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xi, 342 pp. Ill. £64.99. (Paper: £22.99.)

In this history of early modern Europe, Professor Dover argues that changes in the generation, pres-
ervation, and circulation of information, chiefly on newly available and affordable paper, constituted
an “information revolution”. In commerce, finance, statecraft, scholarly life, science, and
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communication, early modern Europeans were compelled to place a new premium on information
management. The author focuses on information management, as the huge expansion in paper
records and the accompanying efforts to store, share, organize, and taxonomize them intertwine
with many essential developments in the early modern period, including the rise of the state, the
Print Revolution, the Scientific Revolution, and the Republic of Letters.

Eliten und Elitenkritik vom 19. bis zum 21. Jahrhundert. Hrsg. von Kirsten Heinshohn et al. [Archiv
für Sozialgeschichte, Bd. 61.] Dietz, Bonn 2021. 644 pp. € 68.00.

In the complex settings of modernity, elites have been fundamental in society and politics. Within
the political arena, the role of elites has always been intensely debated in periods of social and po-
litical upheaval and crises. Central questions of historical and social science research are related to the
term “elite”, when power and social inequalities are examined. The twenty contributions in this vol-
ume of the Archive for Social History provide insight into the composition, processes of change,
strategies of legitimation, networking, and staging by very different social groups from the late eigh-
teenth century to the present.

FINKELSTEIN, RODRIGO. Lost-Time Injury Rates. A Marxist Critique of Workers’ Compensation
Systems. [Studies in Critical Social Sciences, Vol. 216; New Scholarship in Political Economy, Vol.
17.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2022. x, 236 pp. € 135.00; $163.00. (E-book: € 135.00; $163.00.)

In this book, Dr Finkelstein explores the information-intensive operations of recording and process-
ing work-related accidents, diseases, and fatalities carried out by Workers’ Compensation Systems,
examining their capacity to underallocate compensation benefits and underrepresent work injuries.
This critique contributes to understanding how injury rates service a specific sector of the economy
by constructing lost labour power for sale. The central argument of this critique can be stated as fol-
lows: grounded in the capitalist mode of production, injury rates constitute a historical social relation
that, by manifesting as inductive indicators, conceals specific capitalist relations, thereby bringing
about the exchange and distribution of lost labour power among capitalists and wage labourers.

GARCÍA-MONTÓN, ALEJANDRO. Genoese Entrepreneurship and the Asiento Slave Trade, 1650–1700.
[Early Modern Iberian History in Global Contexts: Connexions.] Routledge, New York [etc.]
2022. xvi, 294 pp. £120.00. (E-book: £33.29.)

Reconstructing the business network built by the Genoese merchant Domenico Grillo, this book
explains how Genoese entrepreneurs transformed the structures of global trade during the second
half of the seventeenth century. Grillo’s business interests stretched from the Mediterranean to Pacific
South America, traversing and joining the Spanish, Dutch, and English Atlantics. He and his associates
devised a new business model that was emulated by Dutch, French, and English traders in subsequent
decades: the monopolistic asientos, operating the trans-imperial and intra-American slave trade to
Spanish America. Offering a connected history of capitalism across trans-continental geographies and
different empires, Dr García-Montón challenges established views of this period from a southern
European mercantile perspective. See also Ramona Negrón’s review in this volume, pp. 558–561.

Global Commerce and Economic Conscience in Europe, 1700–1900. Distance and Entanglement.
[Studies of the German Historical Institute London.] Oxford University Press, Oxford 2022. viii,
298 pp. Ill. £75.00.

The twelve essays in this volume focus on the emergence of the attitudes behind practices such as
ethical investment and the consumer boycott: the understanding that, in a globalized economy,
one’s economic actions can have a direct impact on distant others and the conviction that this
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calls for moral engagement. Covering the period from the emergence of the global system (including
the financial revolution, joint-stock companies, and transatlantic slavery) to the high imperialism of
the early twentieth century and emphasizing British and German actors, the contributions include
studies of literature and political economy, as well as of social and political movements around
themes such as substitutions for slave-produced goods.

HAASIS, LUCAS. The Power of Persuasion. Becoming a Merchant in the 18th Century. [Practices of
Subjectivation, Vol. 23.] Transcript, Bielefeld 2022. 657 pp. Ill. Maps. € 60.00; $75.00. (E-book: € 59.99.)

In August 1745, a merchant loaded his business archive, stored in a wooden travel chest, onto a ship.
This archive of the correspondence of Nicolaus Gottlied Luetkens, who lived in eighteenth-century
Hamburg, was found by Dr Haasis, who discovered how Luetkens travelled France between 1743–
1745 to become a successful wholesale merchant. Apart from textual analysis of the letters, the
research focuses on the multiple ways that people of the past deliberately manipulated their letters
in their form by means of folding, cutting, locking, arranging, etc. After an introductory chapter,
in which Haasis outlines Luetkens’ life course, the main part of the book presents Luetkens’ career,
examining how he navigated grey areas to restructure his entire shipping business.

KOYAMA, MARK AND JARED RUBIN. How the World Became Rich. The Historical Origins of Economic
Growth. Polity Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2022. x, 259 pp. Ill. Maps. £55.00; € 62.00. (Paper: £17.99;
€ 20.40; E-book: £12.00; € 17.99.)

Humanity acquired nearly all its wealth in the last two centuries. Professors Koyama and Rubin
explore the many theories of why, when, and where modern economic growth occurred.
Discussing theories rooted in geography, politics, culture, demography, and colonialism, the authors
try to explain key events on the path to modern riches. They consider, for example, why the
Industrial Revolution began in eighteenth-century Britain, and how some European countries, the
United States, and Japan caught up in the nineteenth century, while it took other countries until
the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and yet others simply never did. The authors show
that there have been certain prerequisites in the past that indicate how countries can escape poverty.

KREIKE, EMMANUAL. Scorched Earth. Environmental Warfare as a Crime against Humanity and
Nature. [Human Rights and Crimes against Humanity.] Princeton University Press, Princeton
(NJ) 2021. xii, 521 pp. Ill. Maps. $39.95; £34.00.

This book traces the history of scorched earth, military inundations, and armies living off the land
from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, arguing that the resulting deliberate destruction of the
environment, “environcide”, constitutes total war and is a crime against humanity and nature.
Professor Kreike shows how religious war in Europe transformed Holland into a desolate swamp,
where hunger and the Black Death ruled. He describes how Spanish conquistadores exploited the
irrigation works and expansive agricultural terraces of the Aztecs and Incas, triggering a catastrophic
humanitarian crisis. Kreike demonstrates how environmental warfare has continued relentlessly into
the modern era and explains why international law must recognize environmental warfare as a vio-
lation of human rights.

KURODA, AKINOBU. A Global History of Money. [Routledge Explorations in Economic History.]
Routledge, London [etc.] 2020. xiv, 213 pp. £120.00. (Paper: £36.99; E-book: £33.29.)

Looking from the eleventh century to the twentieth century, Professor Kuroda explores how money
was used and how currencies evolved in transactions within local communities and in broader trade
networks. Based on a range of primary and secondary sources, the discussion covers Asia, Europe,
and Africa and highlights an impressive global interconnectedness in the pre-modern era as well as
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the modern age. Presenting a new categorization framework for aligning exchange transactions with
money usage choices, the author reveals that cash transactions were not confined to dealings between
people occupying different roles in the division of labour (for example, shopkeepers and farmers),
rather that peasants were, in fact, great users of cash, even in transactions between themselves. See
also Rebecca Spang’s review in this volume, pp. 561–564.

MORGAN, JENNIFER L. Reckoning with Slavery. Gender, Kinship, and Capitalism in the Early Black
Atlantic. Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2021. xvi, 296 pp. Ill. $104.95. (Paper: $27.95.)

Regarding economic logic, Black radical tradition, and kinship as the basis of both racial formation and
enslavability, Professor Morgan draws on the experiences of enslaved African women in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries to contextualize early modern notions of trade, race, and commodification in
the Black Atlantic. These women were demographically counted as commodities during the Middle
Passage, vulnerable to rape, separated from their kin at slave markets, and subject to laws that enslaved
their children. Demonstrating that Western notions of value and race developed simultaneously, the
author illustrates how racial capitalism denied the enslaved their kinship and affective ties, while at
the same time relying on kinship to reproduce slavery through enslaved female bodies.

Mourir en révolutionnaire (XVIIIe–XXe siècle). Sous la dir. de Michel Biard, Jean-Numa Ducange et
Jean-Yves Frétigné. [Collection études révolutionnaires, 21.] Société des études robespierristes, Paris
2021. 303 pp. Ill. € 20.00.

From the revolutions of 1830, 1848, and 1871 to those of the twentieth century, the idea that a revo-
lutionary should be ready to sacrifice everything for his militant commitment, including his life, if
necessary, has spread across the world and has become the subject of myths. This volume, highlight-
ing the importance of this question in revolutionary mythologies, contains twenty-five contributions
and is divided into three parts. Part One elaborates on the French Revolution between heroization
and historiographical disputes. Part Two concerns revolutionary martyrs and death ceremonies in
the nineteenth century, and Part Three is on revolutionary martyrology of the twentieth century.

Ser y vivir esclavo. Identidad, aculturación y agency (mundos Mediterráneos y Atlánticos, siglos XIII–
XVIII). Estudios reunidos por Fabienne P. Guillén y Roser Salicrú i Lluch. [Collection de la Casa de
Velázquez, Vol. 183.] Casa de Velázquez, Madrid 2021. viii, 290 pp. € 23.00. (E-book: € 12.99.)

Studies on slavery and captivity in medieval and modern European societies, as well as in their
Atlantic colonies, often refer to the identity transformations forced on enslaved people, to their cul-
tural baggage, to their marginality, and to their acceptance of or resistance to the dominant culture.
Input from the social sciences can renew approaches to the phenomenon but may be problematic as
well. The essays gathered here respond to this challenge, contributing to the methodological and
interpretive tools of the sources, and promote interdisciplinary debate. The book consists of fourteen
contributions, divided into three parts. Part One considers identities and identification, Part Two is
on acculturation and transculturation, and Part Three elaborates on agency and social dynamics.

STEHR, NICO AND DUSTIN VOSS. Money. A Theory of Modern Society. Routledge, London [etc.] 2020.
xiii, 342 pp. £120.00. (Paper, E-book: £35.99.)

This book treats money not only as a medium of exchange, but also as a social concept that has pro-
foundly influenced the emergence of modern society. Money is also a moral and political category
that communicates prices and as such embodies evaluations and judgements of objects and services.
At the same time, modern societies are undergoing fundamental transformations in which money
assumes an ever-important role, while banking and financial services constitute the new primary
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sector of modern service economies. The authors trace the transformational scope of monetarization
and financialization along the four classical productive forces (land, capital, labour, and knowledge)
and evaluate the consequences of the urge to quantify and monetarize almost everything social.

Transatlantic Radicalism. Socialist and Anarchist Exchanges in the 19th and 20th Centuries. Ed. by
Frank Jacob and Mario Kessler. [Studies in Labour History, Vol. 16.] Liverpool University Press,
Liverpool 2021. vii, 264 pp. Ill. £95.00. (E-book: £90.00.)

The Atlantic Ocean not only connected America with Europe through trade, but also provided the
means for an exchange of ideas. Using this “radical ocean” to escape state prosecution in their home
countries and establish radical milieus abroad, socialist and anarchist individuals and groups helped
establish organizational ties and import and exchange political publications between Europe and the
Americas. This book shows how the transatlantic networks of political radicalism evolved with
regard to socialist and anarchist milieus examining the actors in particular. Individual case studies
are considered in a broader context to show how networks were created, how they functioned,
and what impact they had on the history of the radical Atlantic.

Comparative History
CHARALAMBOUS, GIORGOS. European Radical Left. Movements and Parties since the 1960s. Pluto Press,
London 2022. xvii, 338 pp. £19.99.

Based on three moments of rapid political change, Professor Charalambous considers how the
European radical left has evolved. The author examines the “Long ’68” (which saw the rise of
New Left forces and widespread criticism from younger radical activists), comparing it with the
turn of the millennium (when the Global Justice Movement rose to prominence) and with the after-
math of the financial crash of 2008 and the onset of anti-austerity politics, which initiated the most
recent wave of New Left parties (e.g. Podemos in Spain and Syriza in Greece). Adopting a unique
“two-level” perspective, Charalambous approaches the left through both social movements and
party politics, looking at identities, rhetoric, and organization.

ESPIRITU GANDHI, EVYN LÊ. Archipelago of Resettlement. Vietnamese Refugee Settlers and
Decolonization across Guam and Israel-Palestine. [American Crossroads, Vol. 65.] University of
California Press, Oakland (CA) 2022. xiv, 266 pp. Ill. Maps. $34.95; £27.00. (Open Access.)

In 1975, the US military processed over 112,000 Vietnamese refugees on the territory of Guam; from
1977 to 1979 the State of Israel granted asylum and citizenship to 366 non-Jewish Vietnamese refu-
gees. Professor Espiritu Gandhi analyses these two cases to theorize what she calls the refugee settler
condition: the fraught positionality of refugee subjects whose resettlement in a settler colonial state is
predicated on the unjust dispossession of an indigenous population. The author explores how the
Vietnam War is linked to the US military build-up in Guam and unwavering support of Israel
and examines corresponding archipelagos of trans-indigenous resistance, tracing how Chamorro
decolonization efforts and Palestinian liberation struggles are connected through the Vietnamese
refugee figure.

GOLDIN, CLAUDIA. Career and Family. Women’s Century-Long Journey Toward Equity. Princeton
University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2021. xii, 325 pp. $27.95; £22.00.

A century ago, a woman with a college degree had to choose between having a career and a family;
today, challenges persist at work and at home. Drawing on decades of her own research, Professor
Goldin provides an in-depth look at the experiences of college-educated women from the 1900s to
the present, examining the aspirations they formed – and the barriers they faced – in terms of career,
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job, marriage, and children. Showing how many professions are paying disproportionately more for
long hours and weekend work, and how this perpetuates disparities between women and men, the
author demonstrates how the era of COVID-19 and the rise of remote and flexible work may be the
pandemic’s silver lining.

MAKO, SHAMIRAN and VALENTINE M. MOGHADAM. After the Arab Uprisings. Progress and Stagnation in
the Middle East and North Africa. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xvii, 288 pp.
Maps. £66.99. (Paper: £22.99; E-book: $24.00.)

This book offers a framework for answering questions on why some of the Arab mass social protests
of 2011 were accompanied by quick and non-violent regime change, democracy, and social trans-
formation, while others were not. Professors Mako and Moghaddam apply four key themes –
state and regime type, civil society, gender relations and women’s mobilizations, and external influ-
ence – to seven cases: Tunisia; Egypt; Morocco; Bahrain; Libya; Syria; and Yemen. The authors high-
light the salience of domestic and external factors and forces, presenting women’s legal status, social
positions, and organizational capacity, along with the presence or absence of external intervention, in
explaining the divergent outcomes of the Arab Spring uprisings and extending the analysis to the
present day.

O’BRIEN, PATRICK KARL. The Economies of Imperial China and Western Europe. Debating the Great
Divergence. [Palgrave Studies in Economic History.] Palgrave Macmillan, Cham 2021. xiv, 121 pp.
€ 59.94. (Paper: € 59.94; E-book: € 46.00.)

This book is a critique of the seminal and protracted debate in comparative global economic history.
Professor O’Brien provides an historiographical survey and critiques Western views on the long-term
economic development of the Imperial Economy of China, a field of commentary that extends back
to the Enlightenment. The book’s structure and core argument elaborate on and critically engage
with the major themes of recent academic debate on the “Great Divergence”, and the chapters
address topics such as statistics, environments and natural resources, Eurocentred historiography,
and SinoCentred reciprocal comparisons of European and Chinese economic growth.

VOLLER, YANIV. Second-Generation Liberation Wars. Rethinking Colonialism in Iraqi Kurdistan and
Southern Sudan. [Intelligence and National Security in Africa and the Middle East.] Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2022. xiv, 271 pp. Maps. £75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

The formation of postcolonial states in Africa and the Middle East gave rise to prolonged separatist
wars. Exploring the evolution of these separatist wars, Dr Voller examines the strategies employed by
both governments and insurgents, how these strategies were shaped by the previous struggle against
European colonialism, and the practices and roles that emerged in the subsequent period, which
moulded the identities, aims, and strategies of postcolonial governments and separatist rebels.
Based on primary sources, the author focuses on two postcolonial separatist wars: in Iraqi
Kurdistan, between Kurdish separatists and the government in Baghdad, and in Southern Sudan,
between black African insurgents and the government in Khartoum.

VRIES, PEER AND ANNELIEKE VRIES. Atlas of Material Life. Northwestern Europe and East Asia, 15th to
19th Century. Leiden University Press, Leiden 2020. 340 pp. Ill. Maps. € 49.50.

This book describes material life in Northwest Europe and East Asia, from the late fifteenth to the late
nineteenth centuries, focusing on developments in Great Britain and the Dutch Republic, on the one
hand, and in China and Japan on the other hand. Prominently and integrally featured maps, tables,
graphs, and figures help disclose the main characteristics of the economic landscape of this period.
The authors demonstrate the constraints on all pre-industrial economies resulting from their
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dependence on organic natural resources, as well as the different ways in which the societies discussed
dealt with those constraints. See also Jürgen Osterhammel’s review in this volume, pp. 564–566.

Working in Greece and Turkey. A Comparative Labour History from Empires to Nation-States, 1840–
1940. Ed. by Leda Papastefanaki and M. Erdem Kabadayı. [International Studies in Social History, Vol.
33.] Berghahn, New York [etc.] 2020. x, 468 pp. Maps. $179.00; £132.00. (E-book: $39.95.)

This edited volume seeks to connect the labour histories and historiographies of Greece and Turkey.
The thirteen essays provide a long-awaited exploration of labour history on both sides of the Aegean,
both before and after the fall of the Ottoman Empire. The contributions in this volume are grouped
into three parts. Part One, Agrarian property and labour relations, rural and urban organization of
work, focuses mainly on the nineteenth century. Part Two, Political change, migration and nation-
alisms, contains writings on the politically unstable, transformative and both destructive and forma-
tive decades between the 1880s and the 1920s. The chapters in Part Three, Labour market and
emotions in the twentieth century, have a temporal focus on the 1940s and 50s.

Contemporary Issues
EILSTRUP-SANGIOVANNI, METTE AND J.C. SHARMAN. Vigilantes beyond Borders. NGOs as Enforcers of
International Law. Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) 2022. ix, 229 pp. $99.95; £78.00.
(Paper: $29.95; £25.00.)

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) operate increasingly as private police, prosecutors, and
intelligence agencies in enforcing international law. Three factors explain the rise of vigilante
enforcement: demand, supply, and competition. Governments do a poor job of policing international
laws, leaving a gap and creating demand. Legal and technological changes make it easier for non-
state actors to supply enforcement. As growing numbers of NGOs compete for limited funding
and media attention, groups often adopt radical strategies. Looking at the workings of major orga-
nizations, including Amnesty International, Greenpeace, and Transparency International, as well as
smaller players, such as Global Witness and Sea Shepherd, the authors explore the causes and con-
sequences of this novel, provocative approach to global governance.

HARVEY, DAVID. The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles. Ed. by Jordan T. Camp and Chris Caruso. [Red
Letter.] Pluto Press, London 2020. xix, 219 pp. £14.99. (E-book: £7.99.)

Amidst waves of economic crises, health crises, class struggle, and neo-fascist reaction, Professor
Harvey has been tracking the evolution of the capitalist system, as well as rising tides of radical oppos-
ition to it. In this book, he introduces new ways of understanding the crisis of global capitalism and the
struggles for a better world. In nineteen chapters, the author addresses contemporary issues including
the concentration of finance and monetary power in the economy, the COVID-19 pandemic, the
General Motors plant closing, the emerging alliance between neoliberals and neo-fascists in Brazil
and across the globe, the significance of China in the global economy, and carbon dioxide and climate
change, outlining how socialist alternatives can be imagined under very difficult circumstances.

REYES, VICTORIA. Academic Outsider. Stories of Exclusion and Hope. [Stanford Briefs.] Stanford
University Press, Stanford (CA) 2022. xv, 166 pp. $14.00.

Tenure-track, published author, recipient of prestigious fellowships and awards – these credentials mark
Professor Reyes as somebody who has achieved insider status in the academy. The attributesWoman of
color, family history of sexual violence, first-generation, mother place her on its margins. Through this
contradiction, the author theorizes the conditional citizenship of academic life, blending her own per-
sonal experiences with the tools of sociology to disclose the ways in which the university structures and
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the people working within them keep their traditionally marginalized members relegated to symbolic
status. Reyes confronts the impossibility of success in the midst of competing and contradictory needs
to combat the literal exclusions of outmoded and hierarchical rules.

TORELL, KURT. Rock and Roll, Social Protest, and Authenticity. Historical, Philosophical, and Cultural
Explorations. [For the Record: Lexington Studies in Rock and Popular Music.] Lexington Books,
Lanham (MD) [etc.] 2022. ix, 179 pp. $95.00; £73.00. (E-book: $45.00; £35.00.)

This study of the nature and origins of rock and roll explores how this music genre developed as
social protest music in the context of the evolution of the commercial music industry and the infra-
structure for mass dissemination of popular music. Rock and roll music originally met with disap-
proval of the establishment because of its alleged subversive quality. Professor Torell discusses how,
from the perspective of rock and roll’s authenticity and its relationship to social protest and commer-
cialization, the latter two might actually be antithetical and concludes that appropriation of rock and
roll by the very commercialization it seemed to resist is emblematic of modern culture.

VATANSEVER, ASLI. At the Margins of Academia. Exile, Precariousness, and Subjectivity. [International
Comparative Social Studies, Vol. 46.] Brill, Leiden 2020. xii, 189 pp. € 110.00; $132.00. (E-book:
€ 110.00; $132.00.)

In January 2016, academics signed an online petition denouncing the Turkish state’s military offen-
sive against Kurds, thereby instigating a witch hunt by the Turkish government. This study examines
a group of academics whose forced dislocation was caused by the peculiar political conditions in
Turkey, impacting the European labour markets as well. Based on the author’s own experiences
and on in-depth interviews with the exiled Peace Academics, Dr Vatansever offers a broad approach
to the challenge of academic labour precarity and increasing academic migration from Turkey to
European academic labour markets, providing a detailed analysis of the background of precarious-
ness, in conjunction with the antinomies of exile.

Continents and Countries

Africa
The Business of Development in Post-Colonial Africa. Ed. by Véronique Dimier and Sarah Stockwell.
[Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series.] Palgrave Macmillan, Cham 2020. xv, 360 pp.
€ 108.99. (E-book: € 85.59.)

This collection brings together ten case studies to consider the nexus between business and develop-
ment in post-colonial Africa. The contributors examine how European companies (most notably
those of former colonial powers) were involved in development in various African states at the
end of empire and in the early postcolonial era, exploring how businesses benefited from the oppor-
tunities that development offered, particularly development aid. Other articles consider in what
measure the development agencies of the departing colonial powers aimed to promote the interests
of European companies. Together, these case studies enhance the understanding of readers of busi-
ness and development alike in postcolonial Africa.

HARTSHORN, IAN M. Labor Politics in North Africa. After the Uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2019. x, 231 pp. £78.99. (Paper: £21.99; E-book: $24.00.)

The Arab Uprisings of 2010 and 2011 had a profound effect on labour politics in the region, with
trade unions mobilizing to an unprecedented extent. Professor Hartshorn examines how these for-
merly acquiescent trade unions became militant, which linkages they established with other social
forces during and after the revolutions, and why Tunisian unions became cohesive and influential,
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while Egyptian unions were fractured and lacked influence. Following extensive interviews, the
author assesses how unions forged alliances, claimed independence and cooperated with inter-
national groups. With special attention to the relationship with rising Islamist powers, he also con-
siders the ways in which political parties tried to use labour, and vice versa.

Migration in Africa. Shifting Patterns of Mobility from the 19th to the 21st Century. Ed. by Michiel de
Haas and Ewout Frankema. Routledge, London [etc.] 2022. xx, 389 pp. Maps. £96.00. (Paper: £27.99.)

During the nineteenth century, Africa’s external slave trades gradually declined, whilst its expanding
commodity export sectors drew in domestic labour. This led to an era of heightened mobility within
the region, marked by rapidly rising and vanishing migratory flows, increasingly diversified land-
scapes of migration systems and profound long-term shifts in the wider patterns of migration.
This era of inward-focused mobility declined with the resurgence of outmigration after 1960,
when Africans searched more deliberately for extra-continental destinations, with new diaspora com-
munities emerging specifically in the Global North. The seventeen contributions demonstrate that
adopting a broad historical and continent-wide perspective enables us to understand the distinctions
between the more immediate drivers of migration and deeper patterns of change over time.

VAN MELKEBEKE, SVEN. Dissimilar Coffee Frontiers. Mobilizing Labor and Land in the Lake Kivu
Region, Congo and Rwanda (1918–1960/62). [African History, Vol. 9.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2020.
xiv, 335 pp. Ill. Maps. € 75.00; $91.00. (E-book: € 75.00; $91.00.)

In this PhD dissertation, based on a wide array of archival sources, Dr Van Melkebeke compares the
divergent developments of coffee production in eastern Congo and western Rwanda during the colo-
nial period. The Lake Kivu region offers a remarkable case study for investigating diversity in eco-
nomic development. In Rwanda, on the eastern side of the lake, coffee was cultivated mainly by
smallholder families, whereas in the Congo, on the western side of the lake, European plantations
were the dominant mode of production. The book is divided into two parts. In Part One, the author
presents a macroeconomic analysis of the coffee sector around Lake Kivu. Part Two contains chap-
ters on labour and land issues. See also Jelmer Vos’s review in this volume, pp. 567–569.

Cameroon
LACHENAL, GUILLAUME. The Doctor Who Would Be King. Transl. [from French] by Cheryl Smeall. [A
Theory in Forms.] Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2022 (2017). x, 298 pp. Ill. Maps.
$104.95. (Paper: $27.95.)

Dr Jean Joseph David was a French colonial army doctor who governed an entire region of French
Cameroon during World War II. Dr David – called “emperor” by locals – dreamed of establishing a
medical utopia. Through unchecked power, he imagined realizing the colonialist fantasy of emanci-
pating colonized subjects from misery, ignorance, and sickness. Drawing on archives, oral histories,
and ethnographic fieldwork, Professor Lachenal traces David’s earlier attempts at a similar project on
a Polynesian island and the ongoing legacies of his failed experiment in Cameroon. Exploring the
memories and remnants of David’s rule, the author reveals a global history of violence, desire,
and failure, in which hope for the future was lost in the tragic comedy of power.

Guinea
MARTINO, ENRIQUE. Touts. Recruiting Indentured Labor in the Gulf of Guinea. [Work in Global and
Historical Perspective, Vol. 14.] De Gruyter Oldenbourg, Berlin [etc.] 2022. xiii, 271 pp. Ill. Maps.
€ 84.95. (E-book: € 84.95.)

This book is set on West Africa’s largest island, Fernando Po or Bioko, in today’s Equatorial Guinea,
100 kilometres off the coast of Nigeria. The Spanish ruled this island from the mid-nineteenth
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century until 1968. The thriving plantation economy led several hundred thousand West African –
principally Nigerian – contract workers to arrive, travelling on steamships and in canoes. Tracing the
confusing transition from slavery to other labour regimes, paying particular attention to the labour
brokers and their financial, logistic, and clandestine techniques for bringing workers to the island, Dr
Martino examines how commercial labour relations could develop, shift, and collapse through the
recruiters’ own techniques, such as large wage advances and elaborate deceptions.

Nigeria
ALAO, ABIODUN. Rage and Carnage in the Name of God. Religious Violence in Nigeria. [Religious
Cultures of African and African Diaspora People.] Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.]
2022. xiii, 298 pp. Maps. $104.95. (Paper: $27.95.)

Of all the issues that have been at the centre of controversy in Nigeria, religion is one of the most
prominent. In this book, Professor Alao examines the culture of religious violence in post-
independence Nigeria, where Christianity, Islam, and traditional religions have all been asso-
ciated with violence. Investigating the root causes and historical evolution, he locates it in the
forced convergence of disparate ethnic groups under colonial rule and discusses the histories
of different religions in the territory that became Nigeria, as he examines the effects of coloniza-
tion on the role of religion, the rise of Islamic radicalization and its relation to Christian vio-
lence, the activities of Boko Haram, and how religious violence interacts with politics and
governance.

SMITH, DANIEL JORDAN. Every Household Is Its Own Local Government. Infrastructural Deficiency,
State Complicity, and Citizenship in Nigeria. Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.]
2022. ix, 216 pp. Ill. $75.00; £58.00. (Paper: $26.95; £20.00.)

When Nigerians say that every household is its own local government, they mean that the politicians
and state cannot be trusted to ensure even the most basic infrastructural needs. Professor Smith
traces how innovative entrepreneurs and ordinary citizens in Nigeria have forged their own systems.
Drawing on three decades of experience in Nigeria, the author examines the versatility of Nigerians
in developing technologies, businesses, social networks, political strategies, and everyday routines to
cope with the failure of government infrastructure. On the surface, their self-reliance and sheer hustle
may appear to render the state irrelevant. In reality, the state is not so much absent as complicit, and
private efforts require regular engagement with government officials.

South Africa
PARET, MARCEL. Fractured Militancy. Precarious Resistance in South Africa after Racial Inclusion. ILR
Press, An Imprint of Cornell University Press, Ithaca (NY) 2022. xx, 210 pp. $125.00. (Paper: $29.95;
E-book: $19.99.)

Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork and interviews with activists, Professor Paret tells the story
of post-apartheid South Africa from the perspective of Johannesburg’s impoverished urban
Black neighbourhoods. Tracing rising protests back to the process of democratization and
racial inclusion, this process augured the possibility of change but preserved racial inequality
and economic insecurity, prompting residents to use militant protests to express their deep
sense of betrayal and demand recognition and community development. Rather than unified
resistance, however, class struggles within the process of racial inclusion produced a fractured
militancy. Revealing the complicated truth behind South African democratization, the author
uncovers a society divided by wealth, urban geography, nationality, employment, and political
views.
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VAN ZYL-HERMANN, DANELLE. Privileged Precariat. White Workers and South Africa’s Long Transition
to Majority Rule. [The International African Library, Vol. 63.] Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xvi, 338 pp. Ill. £90.00. (E-book: $96.00.)

White workers occupied a unique social position in apartheid-era South Africa. Shielded from black
labour competition in exchange for support for the white minority regime, their race-based status
effectively concealed their class-based vulnerability. Centred on this entanglement of race and
class, Dr Van Zyl-Hermann examines how South Africa’s white workers experienced the dismantling
of the racial state and the establishment of black majority rule. From the 1970s, apartheid reforms
constituted the withdrawal of state support for working-class whiteness, leading workers to search
for new ways to safeguard their interests. The author tracks the shifting strategies of the blue-collar
Mineworkers’ Union, culminating in its reinvention by the 2010s as the Solidarity Movement, a
social movement appealing to cultural nationalism.

America
BORGES, FABIÁN A. Human Capital Versus Basic Income. Ideology and Models of Anti-Poverty
Programs in Latin America. University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor (MI) 2022. xvii, 270 pp.
$70.00. (Paper: $34.95; Open Access.)

Latin America underwent two major transformations during the 2000s: the widespread election of
left-leaning presidents (the so-called left turn) and the diffusion of conditional cash transfer pro-
grammes (CCTs). Combining cross-national quantitative research covering the entire region and
in-depth case studies based on field research, Professor Borges demonstrates that this ideology influ-
enced both the adoption and the design of CCTs. Left-wing governments operate CCTs that cover
more people and spend more on those programmes than their centre or right-wing counterparts.
Beyond coverage, a subsequent analysis of the ten national programmes adopted after Lula’s embrace
of CCTs confirms that programme design is shaped by government ideology.

Discurso y descolonización en México y América Latina. Coord. par Octavio Quesada García, Lilian
Álvarez Arellano y Adalberto Santana. [Colección Debate y Reflexión.] Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México [etc.] 2018. 148 pp. $25.82.

Beginning in the sixteenth century and continuing for 500 years, Western Europe engaged in an expan-
sion movement to dominate the rest of the world. Colonization was channelled first through an atrocious
colonial system, later through a complex neocolonial system of legal-economic-military coercion. The ten
essays in this volume approach decolonization as a theoretical concept, guiding the responses that in-
digenous peoples have undertaken through different movements, resulting today in independent states
with diverse populations or a historical and referential framework offering elements to conceive the
scene in which all the events took place, as well as the unity and continuity that they constitute.

GAUDICHAUD, FRANCK, MASSIMO MODONESI, AND JEFFERY R. WEBBER, The Impasse of the Latin American
Left. [RadicalAméricas.]DukeUniversity Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2022. 206pp. $94.95. (Paper: $24.95.)

At the turn of the twenty-first century, Latin American politics experienced an upsurge in progres-
sive movements, as popular uprisings for land and autonomy led to the election of left and centre-left
governments across Latin America. These progressive parties institutionalized social movements and
established forms of state capitalism that sought to redistribute resources and challenge neoliberal-
ism. Yet, as professors Gaudichaud, Modonesi, and Webber demonstrate, these governments failed
to transform the underlying class structures of their societies or challenge the imperial strategies of
the United States and China. Now, as the Pink Tide has largely receded, the authors offer a portrait
of this watershed period in Latin American history to evaluate the successes and failures of the left.
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SABA, ROBERTO. American Mirror. The United States and Brazil in the Age of Emancipation. [America
in the World.] Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2021. xi, 373 pp. Ill. $35.00; £28.00.

In the nineteenth century, the United States and Brazil were the largest slave societies in the Western
world. Slavery was integral to the production of agricultural commodities for the global market, and
governing elites feared the system’s demise would ruin their countries. Yet, when slavery ended in the
United States and Brazil, continuous economic progress resulted immediately. In this book, Professor
Saba investigates how American and Brazilian reformers worked together to ensure that slave eman-
cipation would advance the interests of capital. Exploring the methods through which anti-slavery
reformers fostered capitalist development in a transnational context, the author illustrates the crucial
role of slave emancipation in the making of capitalism.

Argentina
CANDIOTI, MAGDALENA. Una historia de la emancipación negra. Esclavitud y abolición en la Argentina.
Siglo veintiuno editores, Buenos Aires 2021. 272 pp. Arg. $2,630.

This book explores the place of slaves of African origin in the Argentine identity narrative. Based on
judicial, police, and parish archives, Professor Candioti reconstructs the dimensions of the abolition
process in the Río de la Plata, from 1813 until 1853–1860. In those years, children were not immedi-
ately born free but remained under the patronage of their mothers’ masters in a vulnerable condition
very close to servitude. The author recovers their stories and describes how they conquered their free-
dom or had to buy it with money, free work, or military service. At the same time, she analyses the role
of racial markings in opportunities for integration, political participation, and social mobility after the
revolution. See also Felipe Azevedo e Souza’s review in this volume, pp. 569–572.

YARFITZ, MIR. Impure Migration. Jews and Sex Work in Golden Age Argentina. [Jewish Cultures of the
World.] Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick (NJ) [etc.] 2019. xi, 207 pp. Ill. $59.95. (E-book: $59.95).

This book analyses the causes and implications of the central position occupied by East European
Jews in Argentina in the period from the 1890s until the 1930s. It provides an international discus-
sion of sex trafficking and compares the behaviour of sex workers with that of their coreligionists and
other immigrants. For Jewish women, participation in prostitution was one of the few ways they
could escape the pogroms in their home countries. Jewish men facilitated their transit and the organ-
ization of their work and social lives. The Buenos Aires-based Varsovia Society was the most highly
organized and powerful hub of informal international sex work networks. Professor Yarfitz elabo-
rates on sex work in relation to the history of migration, labour, race, and sexuality.

Brazil
The Boundaries of Freedom. Slavery, Abolition, and the Making of Modern Brazil. Ed. by Brodwyn
Fischer and Keila Grinberg. [Afro-Latin Studies.] Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.]
2022. xii, 491 pp. Ill. £105.00. (E-book: $108.00.)

Slavery is integral to every aspect of Brazil’s colonial and national history, transcending temporal and
geographical boundaries. Divided into four parts, this book demonstrates a paradigm-shifting renais-
sance in Brazilian scholarship, upending long-standing assumptions on slavery’s relation to law, prop-
erty, sexuality, and family, reconceiving understandings of slave economies and engaging with issues
of agency, autonomy, and freedom. Part One contains five contributions on law, precarity, and affective
economies during Brazil’s slave empire, while the three essays in Part Two are on the theme of bounded
emancipation. The four articles in Part Three are on racial silence and black intellectual subjectivities,
and the three essays in Part Four examine the afterlives of slavery following abolition.
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BOWEN, MERLE L. For Land and Liberty. Black Struggles in Rural Brazil. [Cambridge Studies on the
African Diaspora.] Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xxi, 248 pp. Ill. Maps.
£75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

Black rural communities across Brazil are seeking legal rights to land they have inhabited for genera-
tions. Professor Bowen studies these Brazilian quilombos (African-descent rural communities) and
their inhabitants, the quilombolas. She examines the disposition of quilombola claims to land as a
site of contestation over citizenship and its meanings for Afro-descendants and relates them to the
broader struggle against racism. Contrary to the narrative that quilombola identity is a recent invention,
the author argues that quilombola claims are historically and locally rooted. Examining the ways in
which state actors have colluded with large landholders and modernization schemes to appropriate qui-
lombo land, she contends that, even when granted land titles, quilombolas face systemic racism.

CAMPBELL, COURTNEY J. Region Out of Place. The Brazilian Northeast and the World, 1924–1968. [Pitt
Latin American Series.] University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh (PA) 2022. ix, 301 pp. Ill. Maps. $60.00.

The Brazilian Northeast has long been a marginalized region with a complex relationship to national
identity and is often portrayed as impoverished, backward, and rebellious, yet traditional and cultur-
ally authentic. In this book, Professor Campbell examines how groups within the region have
asserted their identity, relevance, and uniqueness through interactions that transcend national bor-
ders. From migration to labour mobilization, from wartime dating to beauty pageants, from literacy
movements to representations of banditry in film, the author explores how the development of
regional culture figures in a region-based nationalism that reflects conflicting desires for modernity,
progress, and cultural authenticity instigated in the twentieth century.

Precarious Democracy. Ethnographies of Hope, Despair, and Resistance in Brazil. Ed. By Benjamin
Junge et al. Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick (NJ) [etc.] 2021. x, 245 pp. Ill. $130.00. (Paper,
E-book: $39.95.)

Brazil has changed drastically in recent decades. This volume shows how these transformations were
made and experienced by Brazilians far from the halls of power. The sixteen contributions are orga-
nized in four subsections. The first subsection describes the gendered, classed, and racialized shifts
occurring within intimate spheres, such as the family. The second section explores the ways in which
criminality within and outside the government destabilized trust in government. The third section is
centred on populations that once directly benefited from government programmes but have become
disillusioned and instead place their hope in Bolsonaro. The final section chronicles forms of resist-
ance emerging in response to the rise of far-right politics across Brazil, particularly among
Afro-Brazilians, LGBTQ+ and student activists.

Chile
HUTCHISON, ELIZABETH QUAY. Workers Like All the Rest of Them. Domestic Service and the Rights of
Labor in Twentieth-Century Chile. Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2021. xviii, 206 pp.
Ill. $99.00. (Paper: $25.95.)

For most of the twentieth century, domestic service remained one of the underdeveloped sectors in
Chile’s modernizing economy. Tracing the legal and social history of domestic workers and their
rights, Professor Hutchison argues that the predominance of women in that underpaid, under-
regulated labour sector provides the key to persistent gender and class inequality. Through archival
research and interviews with veteran activists, the author reveals how they mobilized for change, for-
ging alliances with everyone from Catholic Church leaders and legislators to feminists and political
party leaders. This book provides a lens for understanding how the changing structure of domestic
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work and worker activism has both perpetuated and challenged forms of ethnic, gender, and social
inequality.

Mexico
MCKENZIE, ROB WITH PATRICK DUNNE. El Golpe. US Labor, the CIA, and the Coup at Ford in Mexico.
[Wildcat: Workers’ Movements and Global Capitalism.] Pluto Press, London 2022. xviii, 252 pp. Ill.
£14.99. (E-book: £9.99.)

In 1990, in a violent confrontation at the Mexican Ford Assembly plant nine employees were shot in
an act of political repression. Investigating the story behind this news, McKenzie and Dunne discov-
ered that while President Salinas feared further industrial action would scare off foreign capital, he
turned to the United States for help. The American Institute for Free Labor Development (AIFLD)
worked hand-in-glove with US intelligence services to fight communism in foreign trade unions. The
book reveals the link between AIFLD and the events at Cuautitlán, by establishing AIFLD’s history as
an arm of US foreign policy, which infiltrated and worked with foreign labour leaders to disrupt,
crush, and sabotage democratic trade unionism.

Puerto Rico
MELÉNDEZ-BADILLO, JORELL A. The Lettered Barriada. Workers, Archival Power, and the Politics of
Knowledge in Puerto Rico. Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2021. xiii, 261 pp. $99.95.
(Paper: $26.95.)

In this book, Professor Meléndez-Badillo tells the story of how a cluster of self-educated workers
burst into Puerto Rico’s world of letters and navigated the colonial polity that emerged from the
1898 US occupation. Ignored by most of Puerto Rico’s intellectual elite, these workers entered
the world of politics by forming the Socialist Party, becoming an electoral force in the first half of
the twentieth century. Showing how these workers produced, negotiated and deployed powerful dis-
courses, the author follows these ragtag intellectuals on their path to becoming politicians and states-
men, demonstrating how they engaged in racial and gender silencing, epistemic violence, and
historical erasures in the fringes of society.

United States of America
ALBA, RICHARD. The Great Demographic Illusion. Majority, Minority, and the Expanding American
Mainstream. Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2020. xiii, 312 pp. $29.95; £25.00.

Americans hear a polarizing story about their country’s future, which contends that demographic
changes will bring about a society with a majority composed of minorities. Professor Alba reveals
a more transformative development: the rising numbers of young Americans from ethno-racially
mixed families. Assembling a vast body of evidence, the author explores where individuals of
mixed parentage fit in American society. Most participate in and reshape the mainstream, as seen
in their high levels of integration into social milieus that were previously white dominated. With
racism evident in the experiences of individuals with black-white heritage, Alba’s portrait squares,
in key ways, the history of immigrant-group assimilation and indicates that mainstream American
society is expanding and becoming more inclusive.

BERMAN, ELIZABETH POPP. Thinking Like an Economist. How Efficiency Replaced Equality in U.S.
Public Policy. Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2022. 329 pp. Ill. $35.00; £28.00.

For decades, Democratic politicians have frustrated progressives by tinkering around the margins of
policy while shying away from truly ambitious change. In this book, Professor Berman tells the story
of how the “economic style of reasoning” became dominant in Washington between the 1960s and
the 1980s, and how it continues to confine public policy debates today. This way of thinking was
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grounded in economics, but also transformed law and policy. By the time of the Carter administra-
tion, economic reasoning had spread throughout government policy and laws affecting poverty,
healthcare, antitrust, transportation, and the environment. Fearing waste and overspending, liberals
reined in their ambitions for decades to come.

BLY, ANTONIO T. Escaping Slavery. A Documentary History of Native American Runaways in British
North America. Lexington Books, Lanham (MD) [etc.] 2022. xxxix, 203 pp. Ill. $105.00; £81.00
(E-book: $45.00; £35.00.)

This documentary history of Native Americans in British North America studies indigenous peoples,
capturing the lives of numerous individuals who refused to sacrifice their humanity in the face of the
violent, changing landscapes of early America. This collection of sources includes an introduction
featuring the example of Julian, an adopted Native American. The author documents his life through
notices, advertisements, court records, and printed stories, but also reprints advertisements from
newspapers on runaways. Appendices are published on mustees, court records, and broadsides
ephemera memorializing Julian’s story, as well as advertisements for the sale of Native Americans.

COBBLE, DOROTHY SUE. For the Many. American Feminists and the Global Fight for Democratic
Equality. [America in the World.] Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2021. x, 572
pp. Ill. $35.00; £28.00.

Reclaiming social democracy as one of the central threads of American feminism, Professor Cobble
rewrites twentieth-century feminist history and documents how forces, peoples, and ideas worldwide
shaped American politics. Tracing egalitarian women’s activism from the explosion of democracymove-
ments before World War I to the reassertion of conservatism and the revival of female-led movements
today, the author brings to life the women who crossed borders of class, race, and nation to build grass-
roots campaigns, found international institutions, and enact policies dedicated to raising living standards
for everyone and demonstrates howmultiple generations partnered to expand social and economic rights,
and that, despite setbacks, the fight for the masses persists, as twenty-first-century activists demand a
more caring, inclusive world. See also the Review Dossier in this volume, pp. 513–518.

Histories of Racial Capitalism. Ed. by Destin Jenkins and Justin Leroy. [Columbia Studies in the
History of U.S. Capitalism.] Columbia University Press, New York 2021. xx, 266 pp. $124.00;
£94.00. (Paper, E-book: $30.00; £25.00.)

Since the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade and the colonization of the Americas, capitalism has
been racial, deriving social and economic value from racial classification and stratification. This vol-
ume brings together nine contributions to consider the utility of the concept across historical set-
tings, offering dynamic accounts of the interplay between social relations of exploitation and the
racial terms through which they were organized, justified, and contested. Their works range from
indigenous mortgage foreclosures to the legacies of Atlantic-world maroons, from imperial expan-
sion in the continental United States and beyond to the racial politics of municipal debt in the
New South, from the ethical complexities of Latino banking to the postcolonial dilemmas of extrac-
tion in the Caribbean.

HORNE, GERALD. The Dawning of the Apocalypse. The Roots of Slavery, White Supremacy, Settler
Colonialism, and Capitalism in the Long Sixteenth Century. Monthly Review Press, New York,
2020. 303 pp. $95.00. (Paper: $27.50; E-book: $19.00.)

In the 1520s, the Spanish brought enslaved Africans to what was to become South Carolina. In this
book, Professor Horne argues that the “long sixteenth century,” from 1492 until the arrival of settlers
in Virginia in 1607, paved the way for colonists from the British Isles in the early seventeenth
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century. During this period, the author contends, “whiteness” morphed into “white supremacy” and
allowed England and its European allies to forge a powerful bloc that was needed to confront
Indigenes and Africans. Resistance by Africans and their Indigenous allies had weakened Spain
and enabled England to dispatch settlers to Virginia in 1607, establishing the foundations for the
British Empire and the United States of America.

JACOBY, SANFORD M. Labor in the Age of Finance. Pensions, Politics, and Corporations from
Deindustrialization to Dodd-Frank. Princeton University Press, Princeton (NJ) [etc.] 2021. x, 354
pp. $35.00; £28.00.

Since the 1970s, American unions have shrunk dramatically in both membership and economic
leverage. This book traces the search for new sources of power, showing how unions turned financia-
lization to their advantage. Professor Jacoby catalogues the array of allies and finance-based tactics
labour deployed to stanch membership losses in the private sector. By leveraging pension capital, unions
restructured corporate governance around issues such as executive pay and accountability. In Congress,
they drew on their political influence to press for corporate reforms in the wake of business scandals and
the financial crisis. The effort restrained CEOs but could not bridge the divide between workers and
owners. Wages lagged behind investor returns, feeding the inequality identified by Occupy Wall Street.

JUNG, MOON-HO. Menace to Empire. Anticolonial Solidarities and the Transpacific Origins of the US
Security State. [American Crossroads, Vol. 63.] University of California Press, Oakland (CA) 2022.
xiv, 348 pp. Ill. Maps. $29.95; £24.00. (E-book: $29.95; £24.00.)

In this book, Professor Jung traces both the colonial violence and the anticolonial rage that the
United States disseminated throughout the Pacific between the Philippine-American War and
World War II, arguing that the US national security state was born out of repressing and silencing
anti-colonial subjects, from the Philippines and Hawaii to California and beyond. The author exam-
ines how various revolutionary movements spanning the Pacific confronted the US empire, and how,
in response, the US state monitored and suppressed those movements, exaggerating fears of
pan-Asian solidarities and sowing anti-Asian racism. Radicalized by their opposition to the US
empire and racialized as threats to US security, peoples in and from Asia pursued a revolutionary
politics that engendered the national security state.

LAWSON, JAMES M. Revolutionary Nonviolence. Organizing for Freedom. With Michael K. Honey and
Kent Wong. Forew. by Angela Davis. University of California Press, Oakland (CA) 2022. xiii, 140 pp.
Ill. $19.95; £15.99. (E-book: $19.95; £15.99.)

Rev. Lawson’s work as a theologian, pastor, and social-change activist has inspired people for more
than sixty years. To hear and see him speak is to experience the power of the African American
and social gospel. This book is an introduction to the history of non-violent philosophy through
the teachings of Rev. James M. Lawson Jr. Michael K. Honey and Kent Wong reflect on Rev.
Lawson’s talks and dialogues, from his speeches at the Nashville sit-in movement in 1960 to his lectures
in the current UCLA curriculum, and show how his ongoing work can overcome violence and oppres-
sion through organized direct action, presenting a powerful roadmap for a new generation of activists.

MARCUS, ALAN I. Land of Milk and Money. The Creation of the Southern Dairy Industry. Louisiana
State University Press, Baton Rouge (LA) 2021. x, 317 pp. $50.00.

This book examines the establishment of the dairy industry in the United States South during the
1920s. Looking specifically at the internal history of the Borden Company, the world’s largest
dairy firm, as well as at small-town efforts to lure industry and manufacturing to the South,
Professor Marcus suggests that the rise of the modern dairy business resulted from debates and
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redefinitions that occurred in both the northern industrial sector and in southern towns. Local offi-
cials throughout the South urged farmers, including Black sharecroppers and tenants, to add dairy-
ing to their operations to make their locales more attractive to northern interests. The presence of
local dairying operations afforded small towns a measure of independence and stability, allowing
them to diversify their economies.

METZGAR, JACK. Bridging the Divide. Working-Class Culture in a Middle-Class Society. ILR Press, an
Imprint of Cornell University Press, Ithaca (NY) 2021. x, 229 pp. $43.95. (E-book: $28.99.)

In this book, Professor Metzgar attempts to capture the differences between working-class and
middle-class cultures in the United States. Drawing on multidisciplinary sources and set in a histor-
ical framework that reflects on how both class cultures developed, adapted, and survived through
decades of historical circumstances, the author challenges professional middle-class views of both
the working-class and themselves. In the end, he advocates forming a cross-class coalition of what
he calls “standard-issue professionals” with both hard-living and settled-living working people
and outlines policies that could be conducive to such a unification, if the two groups had a better
understanding of their differences and of how to use those differences to their advantage.

Asia
DATTA, ARUNIMA. Fleeting Agencies. A Social History of Indian Coolie Women in British Malaya.
[Global South Asians.] Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xvii, 240 pp. Ill.
£75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

Exploring the gendered everyday experiences of coolie women in spaces of work and home and in
their social, political, and intimate relations, Professor Datta exposes how gender was used in shaping
colonial policies regarding migration, labour production, and reproduction and reveals the gendered
spaces and strategies of nationalist movements. The central argument in this book is that coolie
women played crucial roles on the rubber plantations of Malaya as producers and reproducers of
labour and, despite being exploited and oppressed, did not consent to be passive victims but exer-
cised agency in navigating the complex dilemmas of plantation life in protean ways, ranging from
strategic compliance to armed resistance.

China
The Chinese Communist Party. A Century in Ten Lives. Ed. by Timothy Cheek, Klaus Mühlhahn
and Hans van de Ven. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xxi, 282 pp. Ill. Maps.
$79.99. (Paper: $24.99; E-book: $20.00.)

The ten chapters in this volume offer micro-histories of the lives of ten people who led or engaged with the
Chinese Communist Party, one for each of the ten decades of its existence since it was officially founded in
1921. The selection includes, for example, Dutch Comintern representative for the Far East Henk Sneevliet
for the 1920s (Tony Saich), Peruvian Shining Path leader Abimeal Guzmán as the notorious representative
of global Maoism for the 1970s (Julai Lovell), and party leader Zhao Ziyang, who was removed after his
support for the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests for the 1980s (Klaus Mühlhahn).

ESHERICK, JOSEPH W. Accidental Holy Land. The Communist Revolution in Northwest China.
University of California Press, Oakland (CA) 2022. xxvii, 314 pp. Ill. Maps. $34.95; £27.00. (Open
Access.)

Yan’an is China’s “revolutionary holy land”, the heart of Mao Zedong’s Communist movement from
1937 to 1947. Based on archival and documentary research and field trips to the region, Professor
Esherick examines the origins of the Communist revolution in Northwest China, from the political,
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social, and demographic changes of the Qing dynasty (1644–1911) to the intellectual ferment of the
early Republic, the guerrilla movement of the 1930s, and the replacement of the local revolutionary
leadership after Mao and the Centre arrived in 1935. The author considers the Chinese Revolution
not as an inevitable peasant response to poverty and oppression but as the contingent product of
local, national, and international events in a constantly changing milieu.

GUO, QITAO. Huizhou. Local Identity and Mercantile Lineage Culture in Ming China. University of
California Press, Oakland (CA) 2022. x, 251 pp. Ill. Maps. $34.95; £27.00. (Open Access.)

This book studies the construction of local identity through kinship in the prefecture of Huizhou, one of
the merchant strongholds of Ming China. Employing an array of genealogies and other sources,
Professor Guo explores how developments in the sociocultural, religious, and gender realms from the
fifteenth to sixteenth centuries intertwined to shape Huizhou identity as a land of “prominent lineages”.
This gentrified self-image both sheltered and guided the development of mercantile lineages, which
were further bolstered by the gender regime and local religious order. The more active the economy
became, the more those central to its commercialization embraced conservative sociocultural norms.
The end result was a gentrified mercantile lineage culture with Chinese – or Huizhou – characteristics.

HELLMAN, LISA. This House Is Not a Home. European Everyday Life in Canton and Macao
1730-1830. [Studies in Global Social History, Vol. 34.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2019. xviii, 316 pp. Ill.
€ 115.00; $138.00. (E-book: € 118.00; $142.00.)

During the early modern era, several multi-ethnic ports in Asia had a flourishing international trade
and functioned as gateways for globalization. Daily life in the foreign quarters was imbued by con-
stant tension between what foreigners wanted to do, and what the Chinese authorities allowed. In
this book, Dr Hellman examines how foreigners lived, communicated, and moved around in
Canton and Macao. Europeans sometimes adapted to and at other times subverted Chinese rules.
Focusing on this conditional domesticity, the author shows the importance of gender relations, espe-
cially the construction of masculinity. Using the Swedish East India Company as a point of entry, she
highlights the multiplicity of actors taking part in local negotiations of power.

VON BRESCIUS, MEIKE. Private Enterprise and the China Trade. Merchants and Markets in Europe,
1700–1750. [Library of Economic History, Vol. 16.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2022. xiii, 261 pp. Ill.
€ 110.00; $132.00. (Open Access.)

This book examines the European commercial landscape of the early China trade, c. 1700–1750,
looking at the foundational period of Sino-European commerce and exploring a world of private
enterprise besides the official East India Company structures. Using rich private trade records, Dr
Von Brescius analyses the making of pan-European markets, distribution networks, and patterns
of investment that together reveal a new geography of a trading system. By considering the interlop-
ing activities of British-born merchants working for the smaller East India Companies, the author
uncovers the commercial practices and cross-Company collaborations (both legal and illicit) that sus-
tained the growth of the China trade: smuggling; wholesale trading; private commissions; and
manipulation of Company auctions.

ZANASI, MARGHERITA. Economic Thought in Modern China, Market and Consumption, c. 1500–1937.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2020. xiv, 239 pp. Maps. £75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

This book explores the evolution of Chinese economic thought from the late Ming and Qing periods
(1500s–1911) through the first two decades of the Republic (1912–1930s). Professor Zanasi chal-
lenges the Eurocentric theories that European Enlightenment thought was unique in producing
innovative economic ideas and examines the expansion of pro-market trends and the rise of pro-
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luxury consumption ideas in response to the emerging industrial economy, the return of the notion
of limited resources, and the decline of market-based luxury consumption in the early nineteenth
century. She illustrates the impact of these trends on economic and political ideas in the 1920s
and 30s and describes how they led to economic solutions that tended to marginalize the market.

India
BAUER, ROLF. The Peasant Production of Opium in Nineteenth-Century India. [ Library of Economic
History, Vol. 12.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2019. xv, 220 pp. Ill. € 116.00; $139.00. (E-book: € 119.00;
$143.00.)

The peasant production of opium in British India exemplifies the agricultural commercialization that
many rural zones in the Global South underwent in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Reconstructing the economic conditions of poppy cultivation, showing that peasants cultivated pop-
pies at a substantial loss, Dr Bauer also examines the mechanics of coercion in India’s opium indus-
try. The author dissects economic and social power relations at the local level to explain how a
triangle of debt, the colonial state’s power and social dependencies in the village formed the coercive
mechanisms that transformed peasants into opium producers.

RADHAKRISHNAN, SMITHA. Making Women Pay. Microfinance in Urban India. Duke University Press,
Durham (NC) [etc.] 2022. xiv, 255 pp. Ill.

In the past few decades, India’s microfinance industry has come to saturate the everyday lives of
women in the name of state-led efforts to promote financial inclusion and women’s empowerment.
Despite this favourable language, Professor Radhakrishnan argues that microfinance in India does
not provide a market-oriented development intervention, even though it may appear to help
women borrowers. Rather, this commercial industry seeks to extract the maximum value from its
customers through exploitative relationships that benefit especially class-privileged men. Through
ethnography, interviews, and historical analysis, the author demonstrates how the unpaid and under-
paid labour of marginalized women borrowers ensures both profitability and symbolic legitimacy for
microfinance institutions, their employees, and their leaders.

Wage Earners in India, 1500–1900. Regional Approaches in an International Context. Ed. by Jan
Lucassen and Radhika Seshan. [Politics and Society in India and the Global South.] Sage, New
Delhi 2022. 332 pp. $41.68. (Open Access.)

In eight chapters covering various regions in India and periods between 1500 and 1900, the contribu-
tions to this volume bring together new research on wage data on the Indian subcontinent, offering new
perspectives on the daily lives of the working people and their standards of living. The editors argue in
the Introduction that this research can help address questions of larger global economic developments
and unequal power relationships in a region that is central role to the debates around global labour rela-
tions and global divergences. See also Pim de Zwart’s review in this volume, pp. 572–574.

Iran
CRONIN, STEPHANIE. Social Histories of Iran. Modernism and Marginality in the Middle East.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. vi, 309 pp. £74.99. (Paper: £22.99; E-book: $24.00.)

Histories of Iran have been dominated by the twin narratives of top-down modernization and meth-
odological nationalism. In this book, Dr Cronin takes issue with both, focusing on subaltern social
groups: the “dangerous classes” and their constructed contrast with the new and avowedly modern
bourgeois elite created by the incipient Pahlavi state; the hungry poor pitted against the deregulation
and globalization of the late-nineteenth century Iranian economy; rural criminals of every variety,
bandits, smugglers, and pirates and the profoundly ambiguous attitudes towards them. In
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foregrounding these groups, the author transcends a restrictive national context, demonstrating the
explanatory power of global, transnational, and comparative approaches to the study of the social
history of the Middle East.

Japan
SCHAAL, SANDRA. Discovering Women’s Voices. The Lives of Modern Japanese Silk Mill Workers in
Their Own Words. Transl. [from Japanese] by Jim Smith and Sandra Schaal. [The Intimate and the
Public in Asian and Global Perspectives, Vol. 14.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2022 (2020). xiv, 457 pp. Ill.
€ 155.00; $186.00. (E-book: € 155.00; $186.00.)

This book offers a vivid account of the lives of women who formed modern Japan’s labour reserve
for textile mills. By analysing songs and oral testimonies of former silk-reeling operatives about their
lives in the factory and in their native countryside, Professor Schaal shows that factory life could
appear as a window of opportunity or at least a lesser evil to workers born in rural underprivileged
families. The book is divided into three parts. Part One presents an overview of the development of
Japan’s silk industry. Part Two addresses the content of the mill workers’ songs from the late Meiji
period through the Taisho period. Part Three relates the results of an extensive interview survey.

Middle East
KÄSER, ISABEL. The Kurdish Women’s Freedom Movement. Gender, Body Politics and Militant
Femininities. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xvi, 240 pp. Ill. Maps. £75.00.
(E-book: $80.00.)

Amidst ongoing wars and insecurities, female fighters, politicians, and activists of the Kurdish
Freedom Movement are building a new political system that centres gender equality. Going beyond
Orientalist tropes of the female freedom fighter and the movement’s own narrative of the “free
woman”, Dr Käser considers personal trajectories and everyday processes of becoming a militant
in this movement. Based on in-depth ethnographic research in Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan, examining
women politicians, martyr mothers, and female fighters, the author examines how norms around gen-
der and sexuality have been rewritten and new meanings and practices assigned to women in the quest
for Kurdish self-determination. See also Joost Jongerden’s review in this volume, pp. 574–578.

Philippines
LUMBA, ALLAN E.S., Monetary Authorities. Capitalism and Decolonization in the American Colonial
Philippines. Duke University Press, Durham (NC) [etc.] 2022. 215 pp. $99.95. (Paper: $25.95.)

In this book, Professor Lumba explores how the United States used monetary policy and banking sys-
tems to justify racial hierarchies, enforce capitalist exploitation, and counter movements for decolon-
ization in the American colonial Philippines. Colonial economic experts justified American imperial
authority by claiming that Filipinos did not possess the racial capacities to manage money properly.
Financial independence became a key metric of racial capitalism by which Filipinos had to prove
their ability to self-govern. At the same time, the colonial state used its monetary authority to police
the economic activities of colonized subjects and to curb decolonization movements, later offering a
conditional form of decolonization that left the Philippines reliant on US financial institutions.

Turkey
AVCI, AKIF. Unravelling the Social Formation. Free Trade, the State and Business Associations
in Turkey. [Studies in Critical Social Sciences, Vol. 218; New Scholarship in Political Economy,
Vol. 18.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2022. xi, 195 pp. € 125.00; $151.00. (E-book: € 125.00; $151.00.)

In this book, Dr Avci demonstrates that the uneven integration of Turkey in global free trade has
increased the asymmetrical effects of the global free trade system on the Turkish social formation
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since 2002. Constructing a three-level analysis based on the social relations of production, forms of
state and world order, the author explores the class characteristics of the business associations and
the role of the Turkish state in the integration into global capitalism, arguing that enhanced integra-
tion into transnational circuits after the 2001 banking crisis, resulted in the IMF intervention in the
Turkish social formation, which involved implementing market-friendly and anti-labour policies,
thereby increasing privatization in Turkey.

HAFEZ, MELIS. Inventing Laziness. The Culture of Productivity in Late Ottoman Society. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xiv, 304 pp. Ill. £75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

In the nineteenth century, as the imperial ideology of Ottomanism and modern discourses of citi-
zenship spread, so did understanding of laziness as a social disease that the “Ottoman nation”
needed to eradicate. Looking into the contested and shifting boundaries of the laziness–productivity
binary, Professor Hafez explores how “laziness” can be used to understand emerging civic culture
and its exclusionary practices in the Ottoman Empire. Polyphonic involvement of moralists, intellec-
tuals, polemicists, bureaucrats, and the public reveals the complexities and ambiguities of this multi-
faceted cultural transformation. Using a variety of sources, the author explores the sustained anxiety
about productivity that generated numerous reforms, as well as new understandings of morality, sub-
jectivity, citizenship, and nationhood among the Ottomans.

METINSOY, MURAT. The Power of the People. Everyday Resistance and Dissent in the Making of
Modern Turkey, 1923–38. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xi, 405 pp. Ill.
Maps. £29.99. (E-book: $32.00.)

Following the collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the founding of the Republic in 1923, Turkey
embarked on extensive social, economic, cultural, and administrative modernization programmes.
This book shows that ordinary people shaped social and political change in Turkey as much as
Atatürk’s powerful modernization drive. Focusing on daily interactions between the state and society,
Professor Metinsoy reveals how rural and urban people coped with the state policies, local oppres-
sion, exploitation, and adverse conditions wrought by the Great Depression. Showing how people’s
daily practices and beliefs survived and prevailed over the modernizing elite’s projects, the author
shares new insights into the social and historical origins of Turkey’s backslide into conservative
and Islamist politics. See also Alper Kara’s review in this volume, pp. 578–580.

O’CONNOR, FRANCIS. Understanding Insurgency. Popular Support for The PKK in Turkey. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021. xv, 280 pp. Maps. £75.00. (E-book: $80.00.)

No insurgent movement can survive without some degree of popular support, but what does it mean
to support an armed group? Focusing on the PKK (Kurdistan Workers Party), Dr O’Connor explores
the first three decades of the PKK insurgency in Turkey. Conceptualizing the relationship between
armed groups and their supporters, its spatial variations, and the role of violence in their interac-
tions, he draws on Civil War, Social Movements, and Rebel Governance literatures to outline how
the PKK survived a military coup in 1980 and slowly won popular support through incipient
forms of rebel governance, targeted use of violence, and a nuanced projection of its ideology and
objectives. See also Martin Bruinessen’s review in this volume, pp. 581–584.

Europe
SIGURÐSSON, JÓN VIDAR. Scandinavia in the Age of Vikings. Transl. [from Norwegian] by Thea
Kveiland.] Cornell University Press, Ithaca (NY) [etc.] 2021 (2017). xiii, 202 pp. Ill. Maps. $32.95.
(E-book: $19.95.)
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In this book, Professor Sigurdsson examines aspects of Viking life, such as power and politics, social
and kinship networks, gifts and feasting, religious beliefs, women’s roles, social classes, and the
Viking economy, which included farming, iron mining and metalworking, and trade. Drawing on
archaeological research and literary sources, the author depicts a complex and surprisingly peaceful
society, detailing how Danish kings assumed ascendency over the region and the ways in which
Viking friendship ensured regional peace. He then discusses the importance of religion, first
pagan and (beginning around 1000 AD) Christianity, the central role of women played in politics
and war, and the effect of the enormous wealth brought back to Scandinavia on the social fabric.

TOMKA, BÉLA. Austerities and Aspirations. A Comparative History of Growth, Consumption, and
Quality of Life in East Central Europe since 1945. Central European University Press, Budapest
2020. ix, 445 pp. $105.00; € 90.00; £85.00.

This book analyses the economic performance and standard of living in Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
and Poland since 1945, depicted in a broader European framework that underlines the themes of
regional disparities and European commonalities. Going beyond the traditional growth paradigm,
the author systematically studies historical patterns of consumption, leisure, and quality of life. By
adopting this “triple approach”, research draws from history, economics, sociology, and demography,
contributing substantially to the debates on the dynamics of economic growth in communist and
postcommunist East Central Europe, on the socialist consumer culture along with its transformation
after 1990 and on ways to integrate the accounts on East Central Europe in the historical research on
quality of life.

Austria
Vom Kommen und Gehen Burgenland. Betrachtungen von Zu- und Weggereisten. Hrsg. von Peter
Menasse und Wolfgang Wagner. Böhlau, Vienna 2021. 228 pp. Ill. € 28.00.

The 100th birthday of Austria’s youngest federal state is the occasion for this book. Around
twenty authors, who feel connected to Burgenland, convey social and cultural change in the coun-
try and its identity. Burgenland was long a land of “going”. Economic hardship caused people to
emigrate or commute to work abroad. Quality of life improved decisively upon accession to the
EU at the latest. Today, “going” and “coming” are balanced. The essays address issues such as:
Is there a Burgenland awareness? Were the EU grants a blessing or a curse? How harmonious
is coexistence between ethnic groups? And what traces remain of the centuries-long affiliation
with Hungary?

Finland
TURUNEN, RISTO. Shades of Red. Evolution of the Political Language of Finnish Socialism from the
19th Century until the Civil War of 1918. [The Finnish Society for Labour History.] Hansaprint,
Turenki 2021. 523 pp. € 25.00.

This dissertation examines how socialism changes over time, what the ideological similarities and
differences were between the higher and lower echelons of the labour movement, and how socialism
related to other political languages in Finland. Dr Turunen reads handwritten and printed newspa-
pers manually and digitally and introduces computational tools from corpus linguistics (word fre-
quencies over time, collocations, and keyword analysis). Showing that the macro-narrative of
socialism remained relatively stable, whereas its conceptual profile evolved considerably, the author
demonstrates that diachronic evolution was not as clear at the grassroots of the labour movement,
and that ideological disputes considered important by the top of the labour movement had little
relevance.
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France
BRUCKER, JÉRÉMIE. Avoir l’étoffe. Une histoire du vêtement professionnel en France des années 1880 à
nos jours. Préf. d’Isabelle Lespinet-Moret. [Histoire des mondes du travail.] Arbre bleu, Nancy 2021.
406 pp. Ill. € 32.00.

Clothing worn on the job is often a combination of a uniform required by the employer and attire
left to the choice of the worker. Simplified, standardized, or even eliminated, work clothing results
from intervention, manipulation, and observation by a multitude of actors, such as company direc-
tors, clothing manufacturers, workers, or users and clients. Considering clothing from all perspec-
tives, Professor Brucker analyses changes in occupational attire since the nineteenth century,
particularly at La Poste and at the SNCF. He also examines the role of work clothing in constructing
personal and professional gender identities to assess the power of appearance in French professional
circles from the 1880s to the present day. See also Martin Bruegel’s review in this volume, pp. 584–
586.

GOSSARD, JULIA M. Young Subjects. Children, State-building, and Social Reform in the
Eighteenth-Century French World. [States, People, and the History of Social Change, Vol. 3.]
McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal [etc.] 2021. xiv, 256 pp. Ill. Cad. $80.00.

Across the metropole, the colonies, and the wider eighteenth-century world, French children parti-
cipated in state-building initiatives, social reform programmes, and imperial expansion efforts.
Through regional case studies, Professor Gossard demonstrates how thousands of children and
youth were engaged in the service of the state. In Lyon, charity schools cultivated children as agents
of moral and social reform. In Paris, orphaned and imprisoned youth were trained in skilled trades
or prepared for military service, while others were sent to the French colonies in North America as
filles du roi and sturdy labourers. Young people from merchant families were recruited to serve as
cultural brokers and translators on behalf of French commercial interests in the Ottoman Empire
and Siam.

MANFREDONIA, GAETANO. Anarchisme et changement social. Insurrectionnalisme, syndicalisme,
éducationnisme-réalisateur. Nouvelle edition augmentée. Atelier de création libertaire, Lyon 2021
(2007). 433 pp. € 18.00.

Interest in anarchism raises question about whether the ideas that anarchists have had so far about
revolution are viable. Unlike other radical currents that have marked the history of social movements
since the beginning of the twentieth century, anarchism has the advantage of not being restricted to a
single conception of social change. Gaetano Manfredonia shows in his in-depth essay that different
currents in anarchism have been challenged constantly by others, and that they are sometimes based
on the autonomous action of the working class (syndicalist vision) and, at other times, on that of the
individual (educationist-realizing vision). Suggesting that we study militant practices, he invites us to
revisit the history of this current.

PRAKASH, AMIT. Empire on the Seine. The Policing of North Africans in Paris, 1925–1975. [Oxford
Studies in Modern European History.] Oxford University Press, Oxford [etc.] 2022. xiv, 267 pp.
Ill. £75.00.

Relations between minorities and the police in France are often fraught. Locating the origins of con-
temporary conflicts in race and empire in France’s history, Dr Prakash argues that the métropole and
the colony dynamically co-developed a policing regime over the course of the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries to manage colonial and racial difference. With the North African community emer-
ging as a sizable and enduring presence in Paris after World War I, this policing became a key state
practice in imagining and administering the immigrant population. Using records from police
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archives, reports from colonial officials, and studies on urban planning and housing, the author
shows that colonial racism was integrated into the policing of Paris.

RÉTAT, CLAUDE. L’anarchie au prétoire. Vienne, 1er mai 1890. Une insurrection et ses juges. Bleu
autour, Saint-Pourçain-sur-Sioule 2022. 387 pp. Ill. € 29.00.

The first celebration of May Day in France, in 1890, took place under tight police surveillance. In the
small town of Vienne (Isère) things got out of control, and anarchy ensued. The day before, two
renowned speakers, Louise Michel and Alexandre Tennevin, had come to kindle the public senti-
ment. Tennevin was sentenced to prison. Michel, who was dismissed from the trial, declared insane,
and threatened with internment, later conveyed her thoughts in speech and in writing (conferences,
memoirs, novels, poetry, etc.). Claude Rétat complements this story with appendices of texts and tes-
timonies (anarchist brochure on the 1890 trial, press, court record, and other archives, including
police reports on Louise Michel’s conferences) and a rich iconography.

SEWELL JR., WILLIAM H. Capitalism and the Emergence of Civic Equality in Eighteenth-Century
France. [Chicago Studies in Practices of Meaning.] The University of Chicago Press, Chicago (IL)
[etc.] 2021. 412 pp. Ill. $105.00. (Paper: $35.00; E-book: $34.99.)

The French Revolution of 1789 changed the course of Western history, but why did the idea of civic
equality find such fertile ground in France? Professor Sewell Jr. argues that the flourishing of com-
mercial capitalism in eighteenth-century France introduced new independence, flexibility, and ano-
nymity in French social life. By entering the interstices of this otherwise rigidly hierarchical society,
expanded commodity exchange coloured everyday experience in ways that made civic equality con-
ceivable, even desirable, when the crisis of the French Revolution arrived. The author ties together
analyses of the rise of commerce, the emergence of urban publics, the careers of the philosophes,
commercial publishing, patronage, political economy, trade, and state finance. See also Charles
Walton’s review in this volume, pp. 587–590.

Germany
FLEISCHMAN, THOMAS. Communist Pigs. An Animal History of East Germany’s Rise and Fall.
University of Washington Press, Seattle (WA) 2020. xviii, 268 pp. Ill. $40.00.

The pig played a fundamental role in the German Democratic Republic’s attempts to create and sus-
tain a modern, industrial food system based on communist principles. By the mid-1980s, East
Germany produced more pork per capita than West Germany and the United Kingdom, while
also suffering myriad unintended consequences, such as manure pollution, animal disease, and roll-
ing food shortages. Professor Fleischman chronicles East Germany’s journey from family farms to
factory farms, explaining how communist principles shaped the adoption of industrial agricultural
practices. Arguing that the pork industry illustrates that agriculture under communism came to
reflect standard practices of capitalist agriculture, his analysis sheds light on the causes of the coun-
try’s environmental and political collapse in 1989.

KÜMIN, BEAT. Imperial Villages. Cultures of Political Freedom in the German Lands c. 1300–1800.
[Studies in Central European Histories, Vol. 65.] Brill, Leiden [etc.] 2019. xv, 275 pp. Ill.
€ 121.00; $146.00. (E-book: € 125.00; $150.00.)

Hundreds of rural communities tasted political freedom in the Holy Roman Empire. In some per-
iods, villagers managed local affairs without being accountable to territorial overlords. In this study
of self-government in the pre-modern periphery, Professor Kümin focuses on the five case studies of
Gochsheim and Sennfeld (in present-day Bavaria), Sulzbach and Soden (Hesse), and Gersau
(Switzerland). Adopting a comparative perspective across the late medieval and early modern
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periods, the analysis of multiple sources reveals distinct extents of rural self-government, the forging
of communalized confessions, and an enduring commitment to the empire. Negotiating inner ten-
sions as well as mounting centralization pressures, Reichsdörfer provide privileged insights into rural
micro-political cultures.

RUDORFF, ANDREA. Katzbach – das KZ in der Stadt. Zwangsarbeit in den Adlerwerken Frankfurt am
Main 1944/45. [Studien zur Geschichte und Wirkung des Holocaust, Bd. 5.] Wallstein, Göttingen
2021. 368 pp. Ill. € 39.10. (E-book: € 29.99.)

Like numerous German companies, the Frankfurter Adlerwerke employed concentration camp
inmates in armaments production from the summer of 1944 and set up a satellite concentration
camp on their company premises to house them. A total of 1,616 prisoners, most from Poland
but some from the Soviet Union, Germany, Austria, Yugoslavia, France, and Czechoslovakia, were
used there as forced labour under harsh conditions. Dr Rudorff sheds light on the construction of
the camp and its integration into the concentration camp system, the persecution stories of the pris-
oners and their living conditions in the camp, and the roles of company employees and neighbour-
hood and city authorities, who were aware of the conditions in the camp.

Streiten und Gestalten. Die IG Metall Hannover von 1945 bis 2010. Hrsg. von IG Metall Hannover.
VSA, Hamburg 2021. 358 pp. Ill. Maps. € 19.80.

Hanover was and is one of the centres of IG Metall. This book describes the development of the IG
Metall in Hanover, its members, its councils, and the metal companies in seven time periods, from
after 1945 to the conflicts in the financial and economic crisis of 2008. Trade union struggles in
Hanover’s companies, collective bargaining, and social conflicts are presented in the context of
the political and economic situation of the respective time periods. More than fifty contemporary
witnesses are portrayed and provide a detailed impression of the working and living conditions of
those employed in the metal industry.

Great Britain
BOWLBY, RACHEL. Back to the Shops. The High Street in History and the Future. Oxford University
Press, Oxford 2022. viii, 276 pp. Ill. £14.99.

Over the past decade, news of the failure of the high street has become part of a sad new shopping
normality; the rise of online retail is said to augur the end of shopping in shops. Professor Bowlby
outlines the long-term contours of shopping history in five stages: pedlars; markets and fairs; small
shops; chains and some very large shops; self-service and supermarkets and online shopping. This
book offers a set of short chapters, each one a window onto a different shop type or mode of
sale, designed to highlight connections and contrasts between different times and types of shopping
and shops and their effect on both sides of the counter.

MAGUIRE, RICHARD C. Africans in East Anglia, 1467–1833.[Studies in Early Modern Cultural, Political
and Social History, Vol. 41.] The Boydell Press, Woodbridge 2021. x, 285 pp. £65.00; $99.00.
(E-book: £19.99; $24.99.)

This book examines the population of Africans in Norfolk and Suffolk in the early modern period.
Uncovering the complex historical experience of these Africans and considering the interaction of
local custom, class structure, tradition, memory, and the gradual impact of the Atlantic slaving economy,
Dr Maguire proposes that the initial regional response to arriving Africans was not defined exclusively by
ideas relating to skin colour, but rather by local understandings of religious status, class position, ideas
about freedom and bondage, and immediate local circumstances. Africans were able to join the region’s
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working population through baptism, marriage, and work. This manner of response to Africans was
challenged, as local merchants and gentry began doing business with the slaving economy.

Migrants in Medieval England c. 500–c. 1500. Ed. by W. Mark Ormrod, Joanna Story, and Elizabeth
M. Tyler. [Proceedings of the British Academy, Vol. 229.] Oxford University Press, Oxford 2020. xvi,
333 pp. Ill. Maps. £80.00.

This book provides an in-depth analysis and discussion of the phenomenon of migration in and to
England over the medieval millennium. Themes involving the movement of people and the social
and cultural effects of migration resonate with current global debates. Focusing on the regions of
lowland Britain, the eleven contributions demonstrate that migration and mobility have been a con-
stant influence on the peopling of Britain, the development of the kingdom of England, and the con-
cept of Englishness. In addition to written sources, the authors examine archaeological, linguistic,
artistic, literary, and biological evidence, revealing not only the movement of people, but also the
ways in which groups and individuals remembered, borrowed, and invented stories of ancestral
migration and mobility.

SURANYI, ANNA. Indentured Servitude. Unfree Labour and Citizenship in the British Colonies. [States,
People, and the History of Social Change, Vol. 4.] McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal [etc.]
2021. xiv, 278 pp. Ill. Cad. $130.00. (Paper: Cad. $37.95.)

Hundreds of thousands of British and Irish men, women, and children crossed the Atlantic as inden-
tured servants during the seventeenth century. In this book, Professor Suranyi argues that the British
government profited by supplying labour for the colonies, removing unwanted populations, and
reducing incarceration costs. Capitalist entrepreneurs made their fortunes from Atlantic trade in
goods, indentured servants, and slaves, whose participation in the servant trade was conducive to
the commercialization of criminal justice. Once in the colonies, indentured servants adapted
resourcefully to their circumstances and rebelled against unfair conditions and abuse. Emerging
ideas about race and citizenship led to vehement public debate, prompting legislation that aimed
to curb the excesses, while slavery continued to expand unchecked. See also Elisabeth Ceppi’s review
in this volume, pp. 590–593.

Italy
COHN, SAMUEL K. JR. Popular Protest and Ideals of Democracy in Late Renaissance Italy. Oxford
University Press, 2022. xx, 260 pp. Ill. Maps. £75.00.

This study analyses popular protest across the Italian peninsula and the Venetian colonies during the
early modern period (1494–1559). Drawing on archival material including over one hundred con-
temporary chronicles and diaries, Professor Cohn, Jr. explores new developments, such as the
increase of women rebels and mutinies of soldiers, and new revolt tactics, such as shop closures,
peaceful demonstrations of strength, and use of religious processions for discussions of tactics and
strategies to obtain a logistic advantage. At the same time, these protests reflect convergences with
the medieval Italian past, with leaders coming almost exclusively from the ranks of non-elites, reli-
gious ideology playing a surprisingly minor role, and the majority of revolts centring in towns and
cities.

HOM, STEPHANIE MALIA. Empire’s Mobius Strip. Historical Echoes in Italy’s Crisis of Migration and
Detention. Cornell University Press, Ithaca (NY) [etc.] 2019. viii, 255 pp. Ill. Maps. $115.00.
(Paper: $24.95; E-book: $11.99.)

Italy’s current crisis of Mediterranean migration and detention derives from early twentieth-century
imperial ambitions, particularly in Libya. The book consists of three essays. Essay One, “The Island”,
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illustrates how the current spaces of migration and detention on the island of Lampedusa intersect
with those of Italy’s carceral archipelago in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Essay Two, “The
Camp”, links the concentration camps of Italian colonial Libya (1929–1933) to the migration deten-
tion centre outside Rome. Essay Three, “The Village”, compares the equipped villages constructed for
Roma today with the mass creation of agricultural villages for Italian farmers in Libya in the late
1930s.

The Netherlands
BEK, PATRICK. No Bicycle, No Bus, No Job. The Making of Workers’ Mobility in The Netherlands,
1920–1990. [Studies in History, Technology and Society. Amsterdam University Press,
Amsterdam 2022. 211 pp. Ill. Maps. € 95.00. (Open Access.)

The time and cost of getting to work is a crucial aspect of daily life for working people. In the twen-
tieth century, travel opportunities increased, although not for everyone. The absence of affordable
housing near job locations combined with the lack of safe, efficient, and affordable mobility options
aggravated social exclusion for some. Dr Bek details how power relations have historically enabled or
restricted workers’ mobility in twentieth-century Netherlands. Blue-collar workers, industrial
employers, and the state shaped the daily commute of workers in a changing context of uneven
power relations that shifted from paternalism to neoliberalism.

SCHRAUWERS, ALBERT. Merchant Kings. Corporate Governmentality in the Dutch Colonial Empire,
1815–1870. Berghahn Books, New York [etc.] 2021. 268 pp. Ill. $145.00; £107.00. (E-book: $34.95.)

In the nineteenth century, industrialization increased dramatically in the Netherlands and its colonial
holdings in Java. Led by a group of “merchant kings”, who exemplified gentlemanly capitalism, this
ambitious trading project transformed the small, economically moribund Netherlands into a global
power. Professor Schrauwers offers an interdisciplinary exploration of this episode and reveals the dis-
tinctive nature of the Dutch state and also the surprising extent to which its nascent corporate innova-
tions were rooted in early welfare initiatives. By capturing colony and metropole in a single analytical
frame, this book offers a new approach to understanding the development of modern corporations.

Poland
Reassessing Communism. Concepts, Culture, and Society in Poland, 1944–1989. Ed. by Katarzyna
Chmielewska, Agnieszka Mrozik and Grzegorz Wolowiec. Central European University Press,
Budapest [etc.] 2021. vii, 431 pp. $105.00; € 88.00; £75.00.

Approaching communist ideas and practices, programmes and their implementation as an indivisible
unit, the thirteen authors in this volume examine the issues of emancipation, upward social mobility,
and changes in the cultural canon. Refusing to treat communism in Poland in simplistic categories of
totalitarianism and Soviet colonization and similarly refusing to equate communism and fascism, these
essays show that beyond oppression and bad governance, communism was a regime in which people
pursued a variety of goals and sincerely attempted to build a better world for themselves. The book is
divided into three parts: Part One critiques the dominant narrative; Part Two gives new analyses of
communism; and Part Three elaborates on new analyses of anti-communism.

Russia
BAIBURIN, ALBERT. The Soviet Passport. The History, Nature and Uses of the Internal Passport in the
USSR. Transl. [from Russian] by Stephen Dalziel. Polity, Cambridge 2021 (2017). xvii, 451 pp. Ill.
£35.00; € 39.60. (E-book: £31.99; € 35.99.)

First introduced in 1932, the Soviet passport served a range of purposes, extending beyond regulation
of movement and control of migrancy to include the constitution of subjectivity and social
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hierarchies based on place of residence, family background, and ethnic origin. In this book, Professor
Baiburin examines the development and uses of the passport in the former Soviet Union in depth.
While the basic role of the Soviet passport was to certify a person’s identity, its significance was far
broader. Obtaining employment or performing everyday activities, marrying, and even being
declared officially dead were impossible without a passport. Not having a passport literally meant
“disappearing” from society.

Spain
JIMÉNEZ MONTES, GERMÁN. A Dissimulated Trade. Northern European Timber Merchants in Seville
(1574–1598). [The Atlantic World. Europe, Africa and the Americas, 1500–1830, Vol. 40.] Brill,
Leiden [etc.] 2022. xiii, 260 pp. Ill. Maps. € 108.00; $129.00. (E-book: € 108.00; $129.00.)

Making use of the vast collection of notarial deeds, Dr Jiménez Montes examines how a group of
Dutch, Flemish, and German merchants came to dominate the supply of timber in Seville. In this
microhistory, the author offers a new account of trade between Andalusia and Northern Europe
at the end of the sixteenth century, focusing on a resource that was essential for Seville’s economy
and Spain’s imperial aspirations. He examines what motivated Seville to attract and protect foreign
merchants, and how this group generated social capital to prompt cooperation and avoid external
competition, analysing the business organization of the merchants and the intertwinement of family
and commercial strategies, which culminated in partnerships and cooperation networks.
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